
Year 1 Spring Term Newsletter  

I hope you have had a brilliant half term, filled with excitement. We will build on our 
brilliant progress from before the holidays this term and carry on to develop!  

  

English 
We begin the new term by reading a number of short Katie Morag stories by author Mairi Hedderwick. I'm sure the children will love these. 

We will be creating postcards, letters, character and setting descriptions. I was overjoyed with the richness of the children’s English work 
before the half-term and hope this continues.  

 
Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar Skills (SPaG) 

We will continue to build on our knowledge from last term. The children will develop their understanding of Capital Letters, 
Full Stops, Commands, adjectives and Questions to ensure they go into  Year 2 fully prepared. The spellings the children will 
receive will go home on Friday’s to run alongside their homework projects. These are high frequency words which the children 
need to be able to competently spell in their work.  

Geography 

Our topic focus this week is Geography.  
Within this we will be learning all  
about the United Kingdom.  
Learning about the country's which 
make up the U.K and some of  
the major cities. This will also be 
The focus of the children’s homework 
project. 

Maths   
 
This half term we will build on our learning from last term and learn more about: 
 Practice counting in steps of 2s 5s and 10s. 
 Finding 1, 10, more and less than given numbers 
 Reading and writing numbers in numerals and words. 
 Using number lines 
 Using counting on techniques for addition and subtraction. 
 Using Arrays and groups of in Multiplication and Division. 
 Identifying 2D and 3D shapes as well as gaining an understanding of measurements. 
  

Music and PE  
We will start to use the program to Charanga for the 
children’s music lessons to ensure they get exposed to a 
wide variety of styles and techniques.  
 
The children will now take part in their PE lesson every 
Wednesday afternoon. Please ensure they have the correct 
kit in school to participate fully in lessons.  

Science   
This half term we will learn about spring and all that it 
brings. We will create a class temperature log and log the 
gradual increase in temperature from now until Easter. We 
will also look at new beginnings 
which start around this time.  

RE & Art 
 

In R.E this term the children will be looking at Why Jesus is important to 
Christians. This will hopefully inspire the children's curiosity and question-

ing. We will also look at the Easter Story and its importance. 
 

D&T 
In Design and technology we are concentrating on Healthy Foods 

and why we need them. 

https://www.happynewyear2018x.com/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Theres-Pharaoh-Laugh-Jeremy-Strong/dp/0141324430
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wclY8F-UoTE

